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University President Bruce McLarty speaks during a panel discussion in the Administrative Auditorium Sept. 18.

Let’s revisit: BSA, SA host panel discussion
addressing past, present racism at Harding
MADISON SCOTT
editor-in-chief

The Black Student Association (BSA)
and Student Association (SA) hosted a panel
discussion, Let’s Revisit: A Conversation
About Race at Harding, Friday, Sept. 18,
to address how issues of race are presented
and handled at the University.
The panel included University President
Bruce McLarty; Dr. Howard Wright, a member
of the Board of Trustees and one of the first
African American students to graduate from
Harding; associate professor of English Dr.
Jon Singleton; associate professor of English
· ◄ 'I'
Dr. Ann Brown;
RELAY Elijah Anthony, also one of
FOR LIF'l,
the first African American students to graduate
from Harding; and Briana Cunningham,
alumna and University counselor.
An audience limited to 80 people gathered
in the Administration Auditorium. Moderators
senior Morgan Proffitt, SA president, and senior
Otis Idlebird, BSA vice president, facilitated
the discussion by first asking the panelists
questions that had been submitted prior to
the event. The questions covered Harding’s
history with race relations, improvements
the University has made, as well as areas
that still need improvement.
“A lot of progress has been made,”
Wright said. “Of course, I think we all know
more progress needs to be made. There is a

t

beginning, and this kind of forum certainly
presents that beginning.”
The panelists acknowledged that, while
these conversations held potential to be tense
and uncomfortable at times, that could not
stop the conversations from taking place.
“The ability to speak candidly and openly
and forthrightly about things that matter, even
though it’s uncomfortable, even though, in
some ways, there’s been a culture of being a
little too afraid to offend … by being able
to tell the truth, to possibly offend, but then
being able to heal — I think is a powerful
thing,” Cunningham said.
The first question, submitted by an
anonymous participant, addressed ways the
University is already supportive of the African
American community.The panelists recognized
the panel discussion, honoring Juneteenth
this summer, and ongoing conversations
throughout past years, among other events
and discussions, as steps toward progress.
The discussion later touched on Harding’s
history with race relations, which recently
gained more attention due to alumnus Jackson
House creating a petition to change the name
of the George S. Benson Auditorium, shedding
light on Benson’s resistance to integration
during his presidency at Harding.
In response to a question asking how Harding
plans to share the complete story of Benson’s
history, something McLarty promised in a

June 24 campus wide email titled, “On the
matter of the Benson Auditorium,” Singleton
said that Benson’s papers, found in Harding
archives, show that Benson collected files to
systematically discredit civil rights activists.
“In the year after Dr. King was shot, he
published and widely promoted a piece that
was very angrily against Black power that had
a section mocking the ideas of Black history,
so that’s part of the story,” Singleton said.
McLarty said when he initially thought
about sharing Benson’s complete story, he had
envisioned chapel discussions, installments
in the auditorium and more conversational
ways to explore his history. He said that as he
received hundreds of comments throughout
the summer and did research of his own, he
learned of the complex nature of Benson’s life.
“I see this … as more of a process than
an event or a moment,” McLarty said. “I
still see it as more of a conversation among
truth-seekers who bring out pieces of the
story more than a statement that I make
for others to critique. Let the conversation
continue.”
The second portion of the event allowed
any attendee to ask the panelists a question.
Students asked McLarty about his decision
to keep Benson’s name on the auditorium,
despite the thousands who signed the petition
in favor of changing the name.
“The value that I place on, for instance,

each person who’s in this room right now is
much, much greater than an online petition,”
McLarty said. “It’s just a poor way to go
about doing things. This is a great way to
go about doing things, and for a question
like yours to be asked.”
Attendees also asked about more indepth ways Harding has fought and plans
to continue fighting racism as an institution.
The panelists said that incorporating African
American history and achievements into all
departments of education is a crucial step to
dismantling racism.
“We’re living in a system … that does
not include us — never has,” Anthony said.
“I hope that it will one day, but if it ever
does, it’s going to start with us teaching our
children differently.”
In response to a question asking what
the University must do to improve, panelists
said that being willing to admit when there
is a problem, taking a stance that wants
reconciliation and looking to fix the source of
the problem are all crucial for improvement.
“I think our problem historically is that
we fail to fight against wrong, even when
we know what’s right,” Wright said. “We
just need to do better moving forward. Let’s
just stand up for what’s right, because when
we are Christians, we’re standing with Jesus
for what’s right.”

her work to level the playing field for all
Americans, especially women.”
Throughout her tenure on the Supreme
Court, Ginsburg was a prominent voice in
favor of gender equality and workers’ rights.
She wrote the landmark decision in United
States v. Virginia in 1996, holding that the
Virginia Military Institute could not refuse
to admit women. She won the Thurgood
Marshall Award from the American Bar
Association in 1999, for her contributions to
civil rights and gender equality. Two landmark
Supreme Court cases in 2015 put her on many
Americans’ radar: King v. Burwell (which
upheld a component of Obamacare) and
Obergefell v. Hodges (which made same-sex
marriage legal in all 50 states). Ginsburg is
considered to have been instrumental in the
Obergefell v. Hodges 5-4 ruling.
For Dr. Lori Klein, assistant professor
of history and political science, one of the
most impressive things about Ginsburg was
her longtime friendship with late Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia.
“They’re the sweetest example of what
could be right in American politics,” Klein
said. “She spoke at his funeral — it was a
loss for her when he died.”

Although the two vigorously disagreed
on most fronts, they were close friends for
decades. They welcomed debate and difference
in their friendship. The justices came from
opposing sides of the political spectrum, yet
rang in every new year together with their
families since the 1980s.
Ginsburg lay in repose at the U.S. Supreme
Court on Wednesday and Thursday. After a
private ceremony for family and members
of the court, the public was invited to pay
their respects and say their final goodbyes.
She will lie in state in the Capitol beginning
Friday, Sept. 25 — the first woman to receive
such honor. Ginsburg will be
buried at Arlington National
Cemetery next to her
husband, Marty, on
Tuesday, Sept. 29.
“I have never
seen such an
outpouring
of support
and gratitude
after the
death of
a J u s t i c e, ”
Shock said.

“Of course, a death happens rarely. I loved
the expression of sympathy f rom both
sides of the political aisle, even if some of
the kind
words only lasted one day before
back to business as usual.”

Supreme Court Justice Ginsburg dies at age 87
EVERETT KIRKMAN
asst. copy editor

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg died in her
home in Washington, D.C., Friday, Sept. 18.
After battling several bouts of cancer, the
Supreme Court said her death was caused by
metastatic pancreatic cancer complications.
She was 87 years old.
Ginsburg was the second female justice
appointed to the Supreme Court and the first
Jewish female justice. In her 80s, she became
a cultural and feminist icon. Best known for
her feisty dissents — and the various styles
of collars she wore to denote her impending
decisions — Ginsburg accumulated many
endearing fans. In recent years, “I dissent”
and “The Notorious RBG” (a nickname
given to Ginsburg by a law student and the
name of her biography), have frequented
T-shirts and memes.
“I’m always a fan of any public figure
who champions the care of disenfranchised
Americans,” Dr. Jack Shock, distinguished
professor of communication, said. “Justice
Ginsburg will long be remembered for
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Plumbing issue affects campus network servers
University continues to fight internet instability

GAEL LANGDON
news editor
A water main broke in the north part of
Searcy Tuesday, Sept. 22, and caused Harding
to shut down two of their network servers.
The broken line caused less water to flow to
campus, which prompted DormNet to send
a campus wide email, warning of a possible
impromptu network shutdown.
Lora Fleener, student support and
communications representative, said that
because there was less water coming to
campus, there was no guarantee that the air
conditioners, which are cooled by the city
water, would continue to cool the data center.
The data center is where all of the servers on
campus are kept.

'
'

University President Bruce McLarty sent
a campus wide email Sept. 10 encouraging
the student body that steps were being taken
to fix the network problems on campus.
Information Systems and Technology Vice
President Keith Cronk sent an email to all
faculty and staff on Sept. 11 explaining the
situation in further detail.
Cronk said on Sept. 18, there was still no
light shed on the exact cause of the problem,
but they were continuing to work with
multiple consultants to provide sustainable
internet for Harding’s campus.
The problems with the campus network
showed up the first week of school, Cronk
said, especially toward the first weekend. He
said Harding normally works out changes
over the summer, but they cannot do a load
test if there is hardly anyone on campus.
Cronk said they now know what the
problem is, but they do not know why there is
one. He said the problem is with the 7-yearold Hewlett-Packard (HP) router, which
is the core router, and its seeming inability
to handle the load of everyone on campus.
“The old router kept showing that it was
overloaded, even though the load on it — it
should have been able to handle,” Cronk said.
He said they did diagnostic work on
the router and sent it to Hewlett Packard
Enterprise (HPE), and HPE has yet to
respond to Harding to explain why the router
has been experiencing overloads.
Cronk explained that the core router is
what maintains all the internet traffic to
and from campus. He said it goes through
other access points and fire walls, but the
core router is at the heart of it all.
The disruption of a lack of connection
affected everyone on campus.
“With the current situation, we use a lot
of shared documents, and so that’s made it
a little bit more of a process to access that,”
Assistant Vice President and Dean of Students
~ of some Zoom
Zach Neal said. “I’ve heard
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In order to conserve energy and produce
less heat, DormNet shut down the cable
TV and the Philo servers because they were
considered non essential servers.
Campus has experienced technical difficulties
since the first week of school. Harding ordered
a new core router last week hoping to solve
the persisting network connection problem.

meetings that have been disrupted, and some
of our meetings that have involved some
form of technology that have been delayed
in some way.”
More than meetings were delayed and
postponed. The Harding portal Pipeline was
nearly inaccessible for multiple days. The
initial deadline for a student to add a fullterm class to their schedule was Friday, Aug.
28, but due to the restricted internet access,

the provost office extended the deadline until
the following Monday.
The phones used by employees on campus
are on a system called Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP), reliant on internet connections
through the core router. As a result, not only
was the internet down, but the phones on
campus were often not functional either.
Assistant Director of Public Safety Kevin
Davis sent an email on Sept. 9 providing a
backup phone number for Student Health
Services, and on Sept. 16 he did the same for
Public Safety’s backup contact information.
On Sept. 10, McLarty suspended the
requirement for faculty teaching classes at
10 a.m. to stream chapel 15 minutes before
class for their students. An email sent by the
provost to all students and faculty said the
change would be “effective immediately and
continuing until it is announced that internet
stability has been achieved.” As of Sept. 23,
no email has been sent.
Programs on c ampus and c lasses
had to adjust their schedules due to the
difficulty of functioning without internet
connection. Assistant professor of business
administration Emmie Mercer canceled
her data management class because they
were unable to use computers.
Director of HU16 and VideoWorks
Mark Prior said he used a hotspot to stream
events when the network was not working.
“It works well if we are the only ones on
it,” Prior said.
The Sept. 8 American Studies Institute
(ASI) event with Jerry Mitchell was live
streamed using a separate hotspot in case
the WiFi malfunctioned.
“We rely on [internet connection] a lot in
our planning process and in our actual day
of events,” Kim Kirkman, executive director
of ASI, said.
Cronk said after working with Ruckus,
a wireless learning and enablement service,
and a Cisco consulting engineer, there
have been improvements with the network
connection.

They have set up Virtual Local Area
Networks (VLANS) around campus designed
to reduce network chatter. He said this was
a temporary solution, and they are hopeful,
“but we are not going to celebrate until we
know why and after we get the new router in.”
He said it will be an estimated three to
four weeks until the new router will arrive and
about another week after it arrives before it
is fully configured and placed into operation.
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GINSBURG CONTINUED
Ginsburg’s death left an empty judicial
seat, with less than 40 days until election
day. Many Democrats said the Senate should
wait until after the election to vote on a
nominee. On Monday, President Donald
Trump said he would name a replacement
for Ginsburg by Saturday, Sept. 26.
“I think, in all due respect, we should
wait until the services are over for Justice
Ginsburg,” Trump said in a Sept. 21 interview
with Fox & Friends.
Trump dismissed her final statement–– a
wish to not be replaced until the presidential
election is complete, as repoted by familiy. The
president said he is looking at five potential
judicial nominees. He only named two:
Amy Coney Barrett and Barbara Lagoa.
In 2018, Barrett was considered for the
Supreme Court vacancy, which was filled
by Brett Kavanaugh.
While the vetting process of nominees
is typically slow, Klein said this process
could go quickly. Unless the press digs up
something new on his choice, Klein said
most of the vetting has probably already
happened — Trump was on the phone
discussing his options nearly all weekend,
CNN sources said.
The Senate currently has a Republican
majority — so Trump’s nominee would
likely pass the current Senate — but one
third of the Senate is up for reelection, and
Democratic candidates in states across the
country are ramping up their campaigns
in an attempt to turn the tides. According
to the New York Times, contributions to
ActBlue totaled more than $160 million the
weekend following Ginsburg’s death — a
record breaking weekend for the organization.

Annual Relay for Life event postponed until spring
ANNA WESTBROOK
student writer
For the first time in Harding history,
Relay for Life was postponed until the spring
semester. Harding University has hosted Relay
for Life, an event sponsored by the American
Cancer Society, since 2009. However, due to
COVID-19 the event will not take place in
the fall as usual.
“In order to maintain the integrity of the
Relay for Life event, the planning committee
for Relay proposes to move the event to spring
2021,” Lisa Bryant, Relay for Life faculty
advisor, said.
Bryant and her team made the decision
to move t he e vent to avoid putt ing
immunocompromised participants in harm’s
way.

Junior Mary Claire Banks is in charge of
helping women’s social club Pi Theta Phi
come up with a fundraiser for the event.
“I was sad to hear that we couldn’t have
Relay for Life this semester, but that just
means that we have more time to make it
better next semester,” Banks said.
In the meantime, there will be ways to give
financially in the next few months.

Social clubs on campus will be having a
fundraising competition with a reward for
the club who raises the most money.
“We still wanted to do something this
fall to prepare for the event,” Solar said. “We
thought doing this would be a great way to
stay active for the American Cancer Society.”
More information about the club fundraiser
event will be released in the future. For now,

students can look forward to participating
in the all-night event in the spring semester.
“It is our prayer that by waiting until the
spring, we will be able to have the event as
designed by the American Cancer Society, and
incorporate all of the important components
of the event,” Bryant said.
For more information about the event,
visit acsevents.org.

It is our prayer that by
waiting until the spring, we
will be able to have the event
as designed by the American
Cancer Society.
– Lisa Bryant
Relay for Life faculty advisor

“We are doing the event for these people,
and without them there it is not the same,”
juior Robert Solar, co-director for Relay for
Life, said.
Relay for Life is a 12-hour event created to
support and raise money for cancer awareness
and research. Every year, cancer survivors
are honored in a survivor lap, which draws
many visitors to campus for the event. In the
midst of the COVID-19 precautions, inviting
people to campus and putting them at risk was
not an option for the planning committee.
In addition to this, clubs and organizations
set up tents to raise money for cancer research.
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Kylie Allen

Student Writer
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OPINIONS
Little
but loud

Stop the spiritual
gaslighting

T

he term “gaslighting” is one that
While this scripture is helpful and
people are not too familiar with, but encouraging, many individuals within
many practice in their everyday lives. When the Christian community will leave the
gaslighting an individual, manipulation conversation with no further support, no
is used by another in order to undermine further discussion and no further help. This
their sense of reality. This can be seen in type of bypassing has left many feeling
phrases such as, “You are too sensitive!” or as though the Christian community is
even, “Stop taking everything so seriously.” not a place in which they belong — a
These phrases, along with many more, can community of Christains that is seen as
be categorized as gaslighting because they lacking a sense of real love, empathy and
are invalidating the individual’s feelings the basic understanding that all people are
and creating an environment where they unconditionally God’s people.
After the murder of George Floyd,
do not feel safe sharing their experiences
the Black community and allies across
with others.
thefixnation
A s u belli'e
t yshelton
p e oood
f g a s lIfiIgwere
h t iHarding
n g t h Iawould
t i s simply
the Wifi took
• to the streets in protest
@elliewhatsg1
often used by evangelical Christians is of the injustice that occurred on May 25,
2020.
These
known as spiritual gaslighting.
I've got goodSpiritual
friends but no one
will ever
supportforms
me as of protests were met
MaddryisHall
l
with
retaliation
gaslighting
when
someone
invalidates
much as the inspirational posters in the Reynolds from all types of religious
@mddyhll
a p e r s o n’s p e r s o n a lbathroom
e x p e rstalls
i e n c e b y communities and political parties. Many
taking scripture, usually out of context, individuals from these communities logged
kakej1
ing
onto
and applying
hardship.
youwouldn't
knowAn
her, she's
in Facebook,
quarantine Instagram and Twitter to
@jakewking2it to their
e x a m p l e o f t h i s c o u l d b e a p e r s o n silence members of the Black community,
confessing feelings or symptoms of providing scripture to invalidate their
depression to a fellow Christian and feelings and experiences with racism.
Spiritual gaslighting continues in the
their response being, “ Well, have you
form of phrases such as “All Lives Matter,”
read Jeremiah 29:11?”

'

a belief that all things must be shared in
passive love and mindsets rooted in the idea
that this world is not our home so there
is nothing we can or should do about the
evil going on inside of it.
This year has been about growth. It has
been filled with moments where we were
forced to sit face-to-face with our personal
struggles. It has given us opportunities to
amplify the voices of the oppressed and has
allowed space for those very voices to rest
from persecution and stand up for what is
right. This has been a year that should have
provided grace and mercy for the Black
community, and yet they were met with the
opposite from many of those who claim
Jesus as their king. I encourage those who
have made it this far in my article to be
like Christ and stand up against those who
persecute your neighbors. Be like Christ
and stop the bullying, stop the oppression
and stop the gaslighting.

'

KYLIE ALLEN is a student writer
for The Bison. She may be
contacted at kallen@harding.edu.

D In case you missed it...

Kinsey Stubblefield
Opinions Editor

Embracing
‘new normal’
W

hat does “normal” even mean
or look like these days?
Since March, it seems, ever y day we
have woken up to a ne w plot t wist
we c o u l d n o t h a ve s e e n c om i n g. A
natural disaster, loss of so many lives,
a pandemic looming low and heavy
— it can all be a little over whelming.
How are we coping? W hat have we
learned f rom it all? Well, I did some
research for you, and I am here with
a few suggestions.
Take these as simply some suggestions
or a “note-to-self,” if you will. I think
first and foremost what we have learned
is that we must be more considerate.
T h e U n i t e d S t a t e s , a n d We s t e r n
civilization in general, is typically more
individualistic — we tend to think of
ourselves first and others second — or
even last — on our personal priority
list. Howe ver, the global pandemic
has changed that. We wear masks and
social distance for those around us, in
attempts to keep them safe f rom us.
We consider another’s life over ours,
which is unlike the typical American
culture — we are literally creating our
own culture.

Essentially, we need to be
taking better care of each
other, and, truly, I think
the world is doing a much
better job than before the
pandemic.
– Kinsey Stubblefield,
opinions editor

Daniel Burley
Student Writer

I

will never forget the first time I heard the
song “New Slaves” by Kanye West. The
song contains a grimy-sounding, minimalist
beat with angry and gritty lyrics about how
systemic racism has evolved over time. My
love for the song grew even more as I kept
listening and heard Kanye transition these
aggressive feelings into one of the most
beautiful and surreal outros of all time. I was
hooked and wanted to know how someone
can take something that’s dark and twist
into this absolutely gorgeous outro.
As it turns out, I was listening to Kanye
sample Hungarian band Omega with
their 1969 song “Gyöngyhajú lány.” This
led me to do more research and look into
sampling, and I quickly learned how much
I loved it. For example, I was enthralled
with how Frank Ocean took an unknown
instrumental song, called “Running Around,”
and turned it into the thesis of his 2016
album, “Blonde.” Or how Kendrick Lamar
paid tribute to Kanye West by sampling
“We Major” on his debut album, “good
kid, m.A.A.d city.”

staffMadison Scott

Making something
old new again
Sampling isn’t new either. The Sugarhill
Gang sampled “Good Times” by Chic on
their 1979 song “Rapper’s Delight,” which is
often cited as the birth of rap and hip hop.
It’s not just rappers doing the sampling either
as French electronic duo Daft Punk used
Edwin Birdsong’s 1979 song “Cola Bottle
Baby” to create one of the most popular
beats of all time in their song “Harder,
Better, Faster, Stronger.” The story even goes
full circle as Kanye West sampled “Harder,
Better, Faster, Stronger” to create his 2007
smash hit “Stronger.”
As much as I love sampling, it has received
its fair share of sharp criticism with people
citing it as stealing and unoriginal. Kanye
West was sued for his use of Omega’s song
in “New Slaves.” Eagles front man Don
Henley called Frank Ocean “talentless”
after he sampled their popular song “Hotel
California.” I think a lot of this anger and
criticism stems from misconception. While
people view sampling as stealing, that’s not
the intent of artists when they do it. They
are taking a piece of art and reimagining

how it could sound within the context and
emotion of their songs. The Beatles’ popular
song “Here, There and Everywhere” is a
happy tune about love existing no matter
how far apart, but Frank Ocean turned the
song’s mood around when he sampled it on
his song “White Ferrari,” which is about
the end of a relationship. Cartoons aren’t
normally scary, but MF DOOM sampled
some of his favorite childhood cartoons on
his 2004 album “MM…FOOD” to create a
scary narrative about a man named Doom
taking over the world.
I think people’s view on sampling should
become more positive, and I hope in writing
this I have inspired someone who’s against
it to give it a more open-minded view. I also
hope older artists become more embracing
of the popular technique. After all, Omega
wouldn’t have found a new fan in me if it
weren’t for Kanye.
DANIEL BURLEY is a student
writer for The Bison. He may be
contacted at dburley@harding.edu.

In the same vein as consideration,
we are more likely to be more gracious
with one another. Instead of assuming,
we take into account the possibilities
of a human life: W hat if they are
having a bad day? W hat if they are in
a rush? What if, what if, what if. Then,
we grant grace to those humans that
f rustrate us during ever yday tasks. If
we refuse to grant this grace and be
gentle with one another, more often
than not, we are wasting our time and
energy being bitter or f rustrated over
nothing, in the long run. Essentially, we
need to be taking better care of each
other, and, truly, I think the world is
doing a much better job than before
the pandemic.
L a s t l y, I b e l i e v e i f w e a r e m o r e
open to each other — despite politics,
economics, social views, etc. — we create
a kinder and more inc lusive wor ld.
We become better listeners and force
oursel ves out of a divisive mindset
that, I think, has unintentionally been
thrust upon us.
So, my charge to you: Stop asking
or begging for the world to “go back
to normal.” For now, we are in the new
nor mal, and we have to attempt to
embrace it, with open arms, just like
we do with ever ything else thrown at
us with each new day. Put others first,
grant more grace and be open to actually
listening to more ideas — especially
those that may not necessarily align
with your own.
KINSEY STUBBLEFIELD is the opinions
editor for The Bison. She may be
contacted at kstubblefield@harding.edu.
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Room
to learn
Madison Scott

Editor-in-Chief

Redefining
peace

D @ramen_doodles_

A

little over a year ago while I was
studying abroad in Italy, we visited La
Verna Monastery, known for its association
with Saint Francis. There, I was familiarized
with the Prayer of Saint Francis.
I had heard bits and pieces of this prayer
prior to the trip, but had never recognized
the fullness of it. It begins by saying, “Lord,
make me an instrument of your peace.”
This struck a chord in me: How beautiful
of a concept is it to be a vehicle for peace in
this fallen world? How meaningful would
it be to bring healing to a hurting people?
I began praying these words, meditating on
them, repeating the phrases ad nauseum
in hopes that they would infiltrate my
actions and life.
For most of my life, the concept of peace
has been a desirable one. I thought of it as
a state to which you could arrive; it seemed
tranquil and relaxing and correct, and all
I needed was to let go of the hard parts
of life and fall into this blissful mindset.
Peace almost had a passive connotation in
my mind. In a lot of ways, it seemed like
the easier or safer decision; all I needed to
do was let go and let peace arrive. While I
don’t think this thought process is completely
faulty, more recently I have grown to view
peace in a much different light.
Earlier this summer, my dad asked me,
“What has been your prayer for this season?”
He meant, “What has been your prayer
throughout the continual devastation brought
upon our Black brothers and sisters? What
has been your prayer during the upheaval
of society as we knew it? What has been
your prayer while millions of people are
affected by a virus that no one understands
and no one fully knows how to fight?”
I told him the prayer on which I had
been leaning was the Prayer of Saint Francis.
“Lord, make me an instrument of your
peace. Where there is hatred, let me sow
love; where there is injury, pardon; where
there is doubt, faith.”
Although a year after my initial captivation
with these words, they had never seemed
more applicable, more completely necessary,
than then. Because in 2020, I learned the
harsh reality that peace is not a passive
route, but it is the most active route there
is. Arriving at true peace — the kind where
justice has prevailed and even “the least of
these” are treated as they should be — is
messy. It is not simple or light; rather it
is the blood and guts of living on this soil
we call earth. Peace is not something you
keep, but it is something you make; peace
is something for which you must fight.
“O Divine Master, grant that I may not
so much seek to be consoled as to console;
to be understood, as to understand; to be
loved, as to love.”
This prayer, which has been around for
centuries, still rings true today. And when
I reflect on its meaning, I know why it is
still so important: Jesus did not come to
this earth to smooth things over and be
sure to not step on anyone’s toes; he did not
come from heaven to be a people-pleaser
and take the easy route. God became flesh
on this earth to bring a hope that would
dismantle injustice everywhere because he
knew that only by remedying prejudice and
pain would he be able to provide true peace.
So, may we be a people that is more
concerned with making peace than with
keeping it; may we fight for this peace for
others, rather than grasp to retain only
our own.
“For it is in giving that we receive, it is
in pardoning that we are pardoned, and
it is in dying that we are born to Eternal
Life. Amen.”
MADISON SCOTT is the editor-inchief for The Bison. She may be
contacted at mscott9@harding.edu.
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Let’s talk
about it
Eric Johnson

Beat Reporter

I

t is no secret that the American police
have been under heightened scrutiny
lately. I’m guessing that there were probably
protests either in your city or somewhere close
by this summer, and there are still protests
going on today that seek to raise awareness
about criminal justice reform. Just this week,
the Breonna Taylor grand jury announcement
sparked a resurgence in protests, as neither
of the police officers who killed Taylor were
indicted. Right now, it seems that people
have a lot to say about both the police and
the people protesting against the police, and
this issue doesn’t seem to be going away any
time soon.
One of the most recent high-profile tragedies
involving the American police has been the
shooting of Jacob Blake in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Blake, while in the process of being arrested,
attempted to reach inside the driver side door
of his car and was then shot in the back seven
times by one of the arresting officers. The
Blake shooting sparked widespread protests
and unrest in America, but it is just the latest
incident of police brutality in a long string of
similar flashpoint cases that run throughout
American history that all share two common
elements: White police officers needlessly
using deadly force against Black victims,
and a consistent failure to administer justice
to the officers involved. These two elements
point to two different but related problems
with our police systems.
The first is that there are too many bad
cops patrolling American streets today. I’m

Just the Clax

I

met him on his 86th birthday. Allen
Woodall sat behind a desk, surrounded
by his rambling antique store. The grayhaired man in a plaid shirt smiled when
he learned I had driven two hours to tour
his museum. Behind him, the entrance to
one room in the shop was covered with
a red curtain. As an employee popped
out from behind the velvet, I caught a
glimpse of the place I had come to see.
I asked Mr. Woodall how he got
started, and he confessed that he had
been a collector all his life. That was
all he needed to say to connect with
me because I have been the same way
since childhood. I love everything about
collecting — the thrill of the chase, the
spirited haggling over prices, the pleasure
of seeing vintage items neatly lined up on
a shelf, the satisfaction of crossing one
more prize off a want list.
I would never make it as a minimalist.
I come by this mania honestly. My
parents filled their home with antique
furniture, glassware and pottery. My
aunt had a house even more full, plus
her own antique shop. Another aunt and
uncle lived in rooms ticking with vintage
clocks. My grandmother’s china cabinet
was stuffed with teacups. When my other
grandparents replaced their antiques
with new furniture in the ‘60s, there was
widespread disapproval in the family.
The drive to collect comes f rom
many sources. For me, a transformative
experience at the movies when I was five
began a decade of intense “Star Wars”
mania. A geolog y lesson in science
class briefly fueled my hunt for rocks.
A love for Saturday morning television

@ramen.doodles_

Crime and
punsihment
sure everyone that saw the video of George
Floyd’s murder could immediately recognize
that that guy definetly should not be a cop.
Getting these isolated “bad apples” out of
police stations is a very necessary and urgent
first step.
But the second element I mentioned earlier
points to a more systemic problem with our
criminal justice system: We currently have a
system that is failing to adequately punish
bad cops. It is one thing for a police officer to
kill a suspect in an unwarranted situation. It
is an even worse tragedy for that cop to then
not be held accountable and to essentially
get away with it. And when these cases
involve White officers and Black victims, it
all seems to point to a bigger problem than
just “a few bad apples.”
So does that mean that all cops are bad?
Am I saying that we should abolish the police?
Does pointing out issues with our criminal
justice system and calling for reform mean
that I am not supporting our cops? Absolutely
not. As Stephen Covey would put it, that is
a sucker’s choice. This does not have to be
and should not be an either/or situation.
I think being a police officer is one of the
most noble and courageous professions one
can pursue. I do not have the courage to do
what our police officers do on a day-to-day
basis. Many of you are probably thinking of
a police officer you know that you greatly
respect and know is truly doing a good job.
I am thinking of Joe Pickering who attends
my church back home in Columbus, Ohio.

So if I say that we have systemic problems
with our criminal justice system that largely
have to do with race, does that mean that I
think Joe is secretly racist and that I don’t
respect or commend him for putting his life
on the line everyday back home? Of course
not. It is entirely possible to respect and
admire our police systems and still demand to
see them be held accountable and reformed.
In fact, I think one of the best ways we can
support police officers is by helping improve
their credibility through reforming the issues
that are causing so many people to discredit
them. Holding our police accountable means
supporting cops that do good police work
and, more importantly, punishing cops who
overstep their legal boundaries. That is merely
a call for justice.
Again, the common goal here is to have
the best policing system in America possible.
The way to get there is not through “ACAB”
rhetoric or by insisting that cops can do
no wrong in the line of duty. Many people
in America already affirm the stance I am
promoting here and are using their voice to
advocate for societal healing. But their voices
are too often drowned out by the arrogance
and intolerance of people who let their anger
overpower their reason and empathy. At least
at Harding, let’s use our voices to “let justice
roll down like waters.”
ERIC JOHNSON is a beat reporter
for The Bison. He may be contacted
at ejohnson7@harding.edu.

Thermos included
middle of the pile, a rare title peeked out.
My friend did not need a haircut, but he
went in and got one anyway, waiting for
an opening in the conversation to ask the
barber if any of the books in the window
Michael Claxton were for sale. As he left with the prize
Narrative Columnist in hand, he felt he had accomplished
a rescue. There is a certain nobility to
inspired a bookcase filled with cartoon collecting, we tell ourselves.
So, Mr. Woodall and I talked like
character toys. My failed teenage attempt
old
friends, fully aware that the vogue
at becoming a professional magician led
for
what
we do is fading. He told me
to a zeal for seeking out old magic books
he
was
searching
for a buyer for his
and posters. A craze for the late actor
museum,
someone
younger to take on
Harry Anderson — famous for playing
the
mantle.
But
I
can’t
help but worry.
Judge Stone on “Night Court” in the ‘80s
The
urge
to
accumulate
is not one
— made me want to dress like he did;
shared
by
many
under
40.
Young
people
that’s why I packed my closet with sport
these
days
are
more
likely
to
cringe
at
coats and vintage hand-painted ties. In
grandma’s
prized
Hummel
figurines
a house filled with my obsessions, there
or at dad’s boxes of old fishing lures.
is barely room for me.
I should point out that collecting The idea of being tied down by an
is different from hoarding. Collectors estate filled with brown furniture or
carefully arrange and organize their comic pink Depression glass turns them off.
books or Matchbox cars or Japanese Enchanted by van living, tiny houses
swords. They know where everything and Marie Kondo’s mantra of tossing
is and can find any one item to show whatever doesn’t “spark joy,” many in
off to an admiring guest (even if they the 30-and-under set tell me they want
often must wait for months between “experiences, not things.”
It may be futile to point out that sitting
visits f rom admiring guests). Unlike
pretty
atop an empire of collectibles
hoarders, most collectors do not need
is,
technically
speaking, an experience.
to carve a path through piles of junk
Anyway,
that’s
why it may be hard
mail just to get to the kitchen. Granted,
to
find
someone
who
wants 2,000 old
I have a friend in California who does
lunch
boxes
(To
be
continued).
have to move a stack of books in order
to eat breakfast, so the line between the
two disorders can be thin.
Yet many of my best friends are book
collectors. One pal in Chicago once walked MICHAEL CLAXTON is the narrative
by a barber shop and saw a small tower columnist for The Bison. He can be
of books in the window. Right in the contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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The franchise
The world of baseball lost another
face on the Mount Rushmore of legends
recently. This time, we send the speedster
in red to join former team greats, Rogers
Hornsby and Stan Musial, on the proverbial
field of dreams. The left fielder from El
Dorado, Arkansas, paved the way for great
base-stealers and exemplified what a good
outfielder should be. To all you non-St.
Louis Cardinals aficionados, I’m talking
about the legendary Lou Brock.
For decades, the St. Louis Cardinals
image surrounded Brock. His first season
with the Cardinals saw him relocating
from Chicago, being welcomed with a 2831 team record. As soon as Brock hit the
field, the atmosphere seemed to change;
the air seemed clearer, in a way. The
Cardinals went from 28-31 pre-Brock, to
winning the National League pennant on
the very last day of the season, post-Brock.
Four months to the day of his trade, the
Cardinals won the World Series over the
Yankees, who were appearing in their 14th
fall classic in 16 years.
That’s one of the reasons I love baseball so
much: it’s almost poetic. Situations happen
that can only occur in baseball and in the
most beautiful way. The Cardinals won the
World Series four months to the day that
they traded for Brock. Ichiro began and
ended his season against the Athletics,
with a 4-3 score in both games. Derek
Jeter’s last hit ever at Yankee Stadium was
a game-winning RBI single. Things like
this just don’t happen in real life like they
do in baseball. Like I said, it’s poetic. How
can you not be romantic about baseball?
I could talk about the beautiful serendipity
of the game for hours; but that’s not why
we’re here. We are here to celebrate the life
of a legend — to celebrate a true athletic
icon. The local product broke the all-time
stolen base record that had been held tight
by Ty Cobb for 49 years. The first ballot
hall of famer paved the way for the fastest
in the game to have a place out there; the
diamond wasn’t just for the bombers and
fireballers anymore. The fleet-footed finally
had a hand on the steering wheel and
helped guide the game to where it is today.
Many players since Brock’s final at bat
have adapted to the “speedster” model of
the game, like new all-time steal leader
Rickey Henderson, Treaae Turner and St.
Louis’ treasure Ozzie Smith. Brock helped
prove that the long ball wasn’t the only
way to play the game; he did it his own
way. Lou Brock didn’t just play the game;
he changed it.
The world is a little bit darker without him
here. As we remember from our look into
Tom Seaver’s life, heroes get remembered,
but legends never die. Rest in power, Lou.
May your legacy and influence live on as
long as the game does, and beyond.
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Cadets participate in an ROTC workout at 6 a.m. Sept. 21.

‘Teach, coach, mentor’

ROTC cadets work to improve physical capabilites
RYANj
got so grueling that I could sit down later different workouts. The purpose is to keep
-GALLAGHER

a

asst. sports editor

When a sports season finishes and a team
doesn’t have a game for several months, the
off-season begins. Students take weeks off
to relax: no workouts, no coaches, nothing at
all, until training starts back up a few weeks
later. That may be the story for athletes, but
people in Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
(ROTC) live a lifestyle where there is no
off-season, with workouts starting at 6 a.m.
and training at least five days a week.
Workouts for ROTC have three components:
push ups, sit ups and a two-mile run. These
make up the army physical fitness test which
helps measure the progress among the cadets
involved in ROTC. There is not a universal
goal among the cadets, except for each one
to improve every week. Some workouts are
harder than others, according to sophomore
Mitch Friesenborg.
“There are a few days where the workouts

in the day and my legs would feel like jelly,
and when I would get up, or at least try to
get up, I would fall over,” Freisenborg said.
For ROTC there is not a major focus on
maintaining healthy habits outside of the
training. It is heavily suggested by the leaders
of ROTC to eat healthy and sleep plenty, but
cadets are not required to have specific strict
diets. Sophomore Erin Gaessler said these
things help her in future workouts.
“It is definitely more self-enforced than
anything else, we always say, ‘Get sleep, eat
right,’” Gaessler said. “That makes workouts
easier — if you are rested and you have the
fuel in your body to do it — but you have
to be self-disciplined.”
ROTC is centered around their community
and each person plays a role in the group.
The goal is for everyone to improve in their
army physical fitness test and workouts differ
among cadets to enable that. Juniors and
seniors lead different groups that focus on

cadets interested and motivated in workouts
to improve their capabilities. By splitting
groups, cadets are placed with others with
the same fitness level, keeping interest and
competition high for best results.
Captain Chance Hall, who looks over
the ROTC program, said he loves workouts
being held in the morning.
“It is the best way to start the day: the
opportunity to wake up, get up, laugh and
have fun,” Hall said.
To some, ROTC appears rigorous and
tough –– with lots of yelling. The outside view
appears discouraging to possible prospects
of ROTC, but Hall notes that it is far from
the truth.
“A lot of people have a preconceived notion
that ROTC is me yelling at them and stuff
like that,” Hall said. “But it is not, the three
things I do is: I teach, I coach, I mentor. I
am not here to yell at you, I am here to make
these sessions fun.”

ANDREW CICCO is the head sports
editor for The Bison. He may be
contacted at acicco@harding.edu.
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Club process offers alternative for athletes to get involved
EMMA JONES
layout editor

Many Harding athletes are getting a
unique opportunity to go through the social
club process in their extra time due to the
cancellation of their fall sports season.
Many Harding athletes, including those
who have seasons in the winter or spring,
are typically too busy with their practice or
game schedules to go through the social club
process in the early fall months.
This year, however, several athletes are

finding themselves with more time than usual
and have decided to go through the process.
“Last year, the club process was right in
the middle of our season, and we were gone
a lot because of games, so we weren’t able to
go to anything,” sophomore volleyball player
Ally Stoner said. “Having never been through
it before, I really didn’t know what to expect
about the club process. I think it will be less
stressful [as a sophomore], because freshman
year is all kinds of crazy and it’s nice to have
a year of college under your belt.”
Tim Kirby, head women’s basketball coach,
doesn’t push his athletes to join a club but
recognizes that it is a beneficial way for them
to be active at Harding outside of their sport.

“I have always told them it’s a good way to
be involved with their classmates,” Kirby said.
“We want our student athletes to experience
all of Harding, so we support them if that is
something they want to do.”
Going through the social club process
with obligations such as club mixers brings
challenges for student athletes, as they have to
juggle their schoolwork and practice schedule
as well, but according to Kirby, his players do
an excellent job of prioritizing and balancing
everything that they have going on.
“It’s been cool to just meet a different
variety of guys,” freshman football player
Will Fitzhugh said. “It’s awesome to be on
the football team, but especially with how

things are on campus right now, we don’t
get the opportunity as much in class to meet
people. It just gives us athletes an opportunity
to step outside our sport, meet other guys,
and interact with them. It’s been really cool
so far.”
The Great American Conference made
the decision on Aug. 14 to suspend all fall
and winter sports until Dec. 31.
As per an email from Dean of Students
Zach Neal, social club receptions and activities
are postponed for a minimum of two weeks.
However, Stoner said this pause in activities
will allow time to rest beforehand.
“I think it will be nice to have a break before
the process starts back up again,” Stoner said.
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From black and
gold to red,
yellow and blue
ANDREW CICCO
head sports editor

Jacob Gibson, former Harding guard
and 2016 alumnus, is entering his second
year with the Liga Nationala, a professional
basketball league in Romania.
Gibson made a name for himself in the
Rhodes-Reaves Field House, posting the
second highest number of 3-pointers in
Harding history and being named the 2016
Great American Conference Player of the Year.
Gibson averaged 17.3 points with
5.1 rebounds his senior year, making the
aforementioned Player of the Year for the
GAC. He knew his basketball career would
continue post-Harding. He just did not think
it would last this long.
“I’m glad I’m still playing,” Gibson said.
“I didn’t think I’d still be in the league after
five years.”
Gibson began his professional career playing
for the Ringwood Hawks in Australia as a
rookie. His three years provided, not only a
second chance at a basketball career, but also
a second community,similar to what Harding
offered him during his time in Searcy.
“[Ringwood] is basically my second home,”
Gibson said. “I feel like I’ve got people that
are almost like family down there.”
As Gibson is beginning his second season
in Romania, he discussed his experiences
with Billy Morgan, Harding’s “voice of the
Bison’s,” on a Zoom call that is available on
Harding Sports’ Facebook page.
“Moving to Romania was definitely
challenging last year, as far as off the court
— just trying to keep pushing and keep
playing,” Gibson said in the interview.
Gibson compared playing professionally
to playing collegiately, saying the style of play

Savant in
Thought
Ryan Gallagher

Asst. Sports Editor

Making a
legend

Being a legend is different from
person to person and sport to sport.
Jackie Robinson, Pelé, Kareem AbdulJabbar, Wayne Gretzky and Brett Farve
are all athletes of different sports with
one unique feature in common: they are
all legends. Some people may argue that
one of the five players that were named
above is not a legend. The term “legend”
is not subjective to one sport; rather, it
is universally used among every sport
with a unique meaning. According to the
Merriam-Webster dictionary, a legend

is more intense and serious on that level.
However, he said he thought his Romanian
team was more similar to Harding than his
Australian team.
“I’d say my team in Romania this year
equated more to the style we played at
Harding,” Gibson said. “I’ve learned a lot
about the game. It’s been good to have both
experiences, and I think [it has] helped me
make myself a more well-rounded basketball
player.”
Dawson Yates, assistant women’s basketball
coach and Gibson’s former roommate, said
Gibson had talent that many others did not.
“I know I’m a little biased because he
was my roommate and the best man at my
wedding, but Jacob was the man,” Yates said.
“He was committed. He had a switch to him
come game time that very few guys have.”
It wasn’t just his teammates and coaches
who enjoyed watching him play. Many
members of the Harding community knew
the name Jacob Gibson and watched him play.
“I didn’t talk to him much, but seeing him
on the court was always special,” alumnus
David Savage, who was the head of the
Rhodes Rowdies during Gibson’s time,
said. “It’s not often that you see a talent like
Gibby’s in person. He always came in clutch
when we needed it.”
Gibson also said people like Jeff Morgan,
Harding athletic director, and Ray Lynn Woods,
men’s basketball assistant, have helped him
become the player and teammate that he is.
“They helped me so much,” Gibson said.
“There’s a lot of players that can’t make
it — not because they’re not a great player,
they have the talent — but they don’t know
how to be a great teammate … that’s part
of winning a championship.”

is “a person or thing that inspires.” This
is a very broad definition, but what truly
defines a legend in sports? To me, three
factors come to play when discovering a
legend: a play, an era and a character.
Every athlete has at least one “moment”
in their career — the play that flips the
momentum of a game in their favor or the
sheer mastery of a technique that leaves
the fans in awe. Take a perfect game in
baseball where one team doesn’t have any
batters reach the base. There have been 23
perfect games in the history of baseball,
and only one of them has been in the
postseason. Since baseball has been around
for over 150 years and has 162 games in a
season, the existence of a perfect game is
a legendary moment. The most recent was
in 2012, when Félix Hernández pitched a
perfect game for the Seattle Mariners.
A legend leaves its mark on a team
by helping it dominate the league for
multiple years. In hockey, Ted Kennedy
was a player who left Toronto as a legend.
From 1945-51, Toronto won five out of
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Photo of Jacob Gibson on the Harding basketball team circa 2015.

A disc golf tournament will be held Saturday, Sept. 26. For more
info or to register, go to IMLeagues.com

seven Stanley Cups. Kennedy’s career
started in 1942, and in his third season
he brought home the trophy. Not making
it to the finals in ‘46, Toronto then won
three years in a row from ‘47-’49 and
their fifth trophy in ‘51. These titles are
not solely attributed to Kennedy, but he
was there to help the magic happen and
became the first player to win five NHL
Stanley Cups.
Athletes form a character: some
embrace the fame and use the popularity,
developing an unappealing character
to the public. Others, however, choose
to stay humble and keep their lives
“normal,” despite everyone being able
to recognize them. Russell Wilson is
an athlete with one of the most recent
positive communal effects, founding the
Why Not You Foundation in 2014 and
even recently donating 1 million meals to
Feeding America in Seattle. Wilson may
be the star quarterback for the Seahawks,
but he is also one who cares about the
community more than the fame he gets.

Zlatan Ibrahimović is a soccer legend
that has embraced all three characteristics.
He scored a goal against England in 2012
and shook the world. He had a great era at
Paris Saint-Germain. He had an inspiring
personality and upbeat character that
attracted many of his fellow athletes as
they worked with him. He earned his title
as legend over many years of hard work
and dedication.
To some people, a legend is from a
player’s performance or a stellar career,
but there is much more to an athlete
than their performance, and that is what
separates the legends from the players. A
moment. An era. A character. These are
the things that make an athlete into a
legend.

RYAN GALLAGHER is the assistant
sports editor for The Bison. He
may be contacted at rgallagher1@
harding.edu.

Beverage

Edition

Lionel Masivi

Chloe Ingersoll

Ricardo Rodrigues

Darcy Sanford

James Lee

Coffee or Tea?

Tea

Coffee

Coffee

Coffee

Neither

Favorite fall themed
beverage?

Don’t have one

Apple cider

Hot chocolate

Pumpkin cream
cold brew

Hot chocolate

football

volleyball

tennis

track and field

soccer

How much water on average
do you drink per day?

3-4 water
bottles

5-6 water
bottles

3 liters

4 hydro flasks

3-4 gallons

What is your favorite soda?

Fanta

Sprite

Pepsi

I don’t drink
soda

I don’t drink
soda
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Junior Alberto Quintero welds the brake pedal for the car during a Baja meeting Sept. 22.

Bison Baja Team adjusts to new rules to begin 2021
GABRIEL HUFF
student writer

'

Harding’s Bison Baja Team must adapt
to new guidelines, requiring the team to
construct a four-wheel drive vehicle for the
first time. The Harding team is affiliated
with the Baja Society of Automotive
Engineers International (SAE), a worldwide
association serving engineering professionals
in several industries, such as aerospace and
automotive. The organization holds off-road
sports vehicle races every year for colleges.
The SAE changed one of its competition
requirements, necessitating that all competitors
possess four-wheel drive vehicles. The
four-wheel drive system will give power
to all four wheels of the car. Previously, the
rear tires were only powered. The new rule
will take effect beginning 2021.
Senior Zach Charette, Bison Baja
Team captain, said that the rule change is
requiring the team to make adjustments.

'
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Freshman Jacob Neill uses a
sandblaster on the team’s off-road
vehicle in the Ulrey Engineering
Shop Sept. 22.

“[The team is] going to have to run a
drive shaft from the rear right here, by the
engine, all the way up to the front of the
vehicle to make sure that the front wheels
can rotate as well,” Charette said. “That
will have a large effect on the front end
of the vehicle. That’s going to take away
a lot of space that the driver has to put
their feet because there is going to be a
driveshaft and several other components
there. We’re also going to have to modify
the front suspension so that the axel can
come from the center of the vehicle out
to the wheels.”
Plans for building the vehicle began
in May. Currently, the Baja team is in the
design phase, aiming to complete the car
by spring 2021 in time to race.
According to Rich Wells, assistant
professor of engineering and physics and
faculty advisor for the team, the cost of
the car will total about $10,000, most of
which is covered by sponsors.

Wells also mentioned a common
challenge that always faces the team when
constructing a new car.
“The hardest part of building the car is
having enough student time to get it done
on time,” Wells said. “It’s just very time
consuming, so that, to me, is the largest
challenge.”
Despite Harding being one of the smaller
schools among competitors, engineering
shop coordinator Kent Miller said the
University usually finishes in the top 25%
among winners in the competition. Due to
not racing last spring and the new fourwheel drive requirement, Miller is uncertain
how well the Harding team will perform in
the spring. However, he remains hopeful.
“I would love to see a top-20 finish,”
Miller, an advisor for the team, said. “I
think that would be a really big win for
us, especially going from two-wheel to
four-wheel drive.”

Student releases selfproduced EP
Maddy Hall wrote and produced ‘From
This Hour’ over quarantine
RACHEL BIBLE
student writer
Junior Maddy Hall released her own
Extended Play (EP) album titled, “From
This Hour” named after one of Walt
Witmans’s poems. Hall wrote all the songs
in a five-day period while she was at home
over the summer.
“I just don’t want to be scared to be bad,”
Hall said. “I want to embrace the fact that
I don’t know what I’m doing — to make
mistakes and work from there — instead
of never doing anything.”

Hall said that during quarantine, she
was trying to challenge herself creatively,
so she wrote one song every day.
She wanted her music to be homemade.
The collection of five songs were recorded
in one take on Hall’s back porch. Each song
was written, performed and mixed by Hall
using minimal equipment.
“When I think about working with
Maddy, I think about the story,” senior
Laura Weber said. “Making music isn’t
just about making music — it’s about the
whole story that goes along with it.You get
to say, ‘Hey, I did this on my porch, and I
had such a good time doing it.’”
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Juniors Maddy Hall and Corbin Aaen reenact the album photography on
the front lawn Sept 22.
Weber and Hall have created songs
together before. The pair sat down and wrote
I just don’t want to be scared to an album last fall, but it quickly turned
be bad. I want to embrace the fact into something that they both found fun.
that I don’t know what I’m doing —
“I wanted to see if, on a really ridiculous
to make mistakes and work from
budget, not knowing what I was doing, if
there — instead of never doing
I could have fun making something, and
anything.
I did,” Hall said.
– Maddy Hall,
Hall is known to her friends as poetic
Junior
and wise, and she also carries that reputation
into the classroom.
Weber, a friend of Hall’s, was inspired
“Maddy is really a young poet,” assistant
by the idea of not being scared to be bad. professor of Bible and ministry Mac Sandlin
“I think she just hit the point where she said. “Her poetry is always so ambitious. She
started to wonder why she was holding is always reaching for something is new.”
herself back from being creative because of
Sandlin has had Hall in class multiple
people’s opinions, so she just created times since her freshman year. The professor
the album,” Weber said.
said that Hall is creative in all aspects of
Hall created an Instagram account a her life.
year before releasing the EP in which she
“From This Hour” is a five-song collection
posted poetry, writings and songs that she that Hall wrote for the exemplification of
created. The account was made for the art art, whether good or bad. Hall is using this
that she would not post on a main account. EP to fulfill the statement of Walt Whitman:
“I realized that there is such a freedom to implore and explore the world of not
that comes from recognizing that your art caring what others’ opinions are of art.
doesn’t have to be perfect to share with
You can listen to the EP on Spotify by
people,” Hall said.
searching “From This Hour” by Maddy Hall.
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Students with hearing loss adapt to new classroom norms
ANNA WESTBROOK
student writer

to effectively communicate for students
and teachers.
Haydn and Hunter Corker, seniors at
Harding Academy, were born deaf. They
COVID-19
brings
additional rely on their cochlear hearing implants and
challenges to the classroom for hard of watching mouth movements to understand
hearing students.
the world around them. Harding Academy
Worldwide health precautions have has taken the same precautions as the
led nearly everyone to wear a face mask University.
in public. While this is better for public
“On the high school side, we have
health, it can make staying engaged in microphones that they can use, so a lot
the classroom
difficult for hard of hearing of teachers started using those so we can
.,,.,,.--------students. !!'I
hear through
.,., ,.-----------the face mask, and we had
I
I
“You have
to
speak
louder
because
we
I
I
some
teachers
using the face masks with
'
II
iII
are in a COVID-sized
classroom
now,”
plexiglass,
but
it started fogging up,”
II
Karen Corker,
assistant professor of Hunter said.
!II
I
business administration,
said. “Especially
I
While a face mask with a clear front
iII
with the plexiglass,
which can give a glare, seems
\~
like an obvious fix, it has proven to
_j
you
have
to
speak
louder.
You
feel
like
you
cause
more
problems, according to Haydn.
-~ ·--·--·-·-···-··'
are screaming sometimes, but you are really
“The face mask kinda fogs up, and there
not.”
is a glare,” Corker said. “Once you get past
Harding made the decision to alter 5 or 6 feet, it gets really hard to see it. So, if
the classrooms for the fall semester due you were going to have a hearing-impaired
to the health crisis. Classes meet in larger child in a classroom, you would want them
classrooms and all desks are topped with in the very front.”
a plexiglass shield to prevent unnecessary
The microphones used in their
cross contamination. These necessary classrooms are part of a Redcat hearing
precautions, Corker said, make it difficult system. The amplification system makes it

q

'

.d ............................................

easy to hear from all parts of the classroom.
In addition to the amplification system,
their teachers try to check on them to
ensure they understand the instructions
correctly. Outside of the classroom, the
brothers shared the ways they navigate the
masks.
“A lot of times if we are in a big crowd,
we have to ask people to repeat things, or
lean in closer,” Hunter said.
Since people with hearing disabilities
also rely on watching lips, the brothers also
recommend speaking clearly when wearing
a mask.
“Sometimes people already speak quiet,
so it would help if people spoke more
clearly,” Haydn said.
Corker said the changes being made
by the coronavirus create many obstacles,
but it also provides opportunity to better
accommodate those with disabilities.
“With the whole [COVID-19]
environment, it becomes more critical
to identify your hearing-impaired kids,”
Corker said. “So identifying those kids,
and making sure you have those services,
is important.”
Jan Traughber, assistant professor of

communication sciences and disorders,
shared more ways the University
accommodates these issues.
“Faculty and staff are recognizing the
potential challenges that individuals face
while wearing a mask,” Traughber said. “I
know faculty and staff have implemented
strategies, such as wearing see-through
face masks, providing transcripts of
online classes, using closed captioning for
materials, and sharing instructional videos.”

Photo by AUDREY JACKSON

Junior, Hannah Hackworth wears a
clear mask during a lecture on ASL,
Sept. 11.

Cooked Cinnamon Apples
Super easy and healthy dessert or snack!
Just peel the apples, cut them up into small pieces
all relatively the same shape and size, put them
into a pan on the stove on medium, and add 1/3
cup of water. Sprinkle cinnamon or pumpkin spice
over them and place a lid over the pan. Wait until
soft and caramelized! Super yummy!
Note: Can be served plain or with ice cream

by ELLIE AKINs

Pumpkin Oatmeal

This is a fall recipe that taste like the comforts of a
pumpkin pie–– but a healthy and hearty breakfast choice.
Ingredients:
1/2 cup oats, 1/2 cup water, a few spoonfuls of pumpkin
puree, 1/2 tsp cinnamon, 1 tbsp maple syrup, dash of
nutmeg, 1 tbsp almond/peanut butter
Instructions:
1) Make the oatmeal in the microwave by combining oats
and water. Cook for 1min 30sec.
2) Add remaining ingrediemts and warm up more if
neccesary.

by Sally Jane Roach

Check out
these fall, student
recipes to Celebrate the
change of seasons!
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“That first smell of fire
once it’s cold out.”

Welcome, Autumn!
PERI GREENE
lifestyle editor
Growing up, the beginning of fall was easy
to identify. It was the day I saw the denim
jacket make its debut from my mother’s
closet. The slight change in temperature —
the remembrance of what cool breezes could
do for our heart and mind marked by the
denim jacket — shifted my soul to a place
of giddy anticipation for all that the season
would hold.
Perhaps, I love this season so much because
s’mores are my favorite snack. Though that is
most likely the case here, fall also feels like a
time of reinvention, which is very attractive
to me. The moments in our life that make
us stop to reevaluate are foundational to the
trajectory of our lives –– those moments
where we get to the place of deciding what
is worthy of our life and dedication. The

fall season feels like that to me — one long
moment of deciding what is worth living for
and shaping my life around it.
I think the culture of fall supports this
space of reevaluation: through the smells of
bonfires and sounds of giggling friends, the
taste of pumpkin bread made by someone
who cares for you, the feeling of crisp air
once again, and the awe that comes from
the spectacle of the changing leaves. Though
we might be more weary this fall than we
have in the past, I hope that you look for
the things that have not lost their splendor.
I hope that you will gain inspiration from
them, and I hope that you will use the natural,
heartwarming foundations of this season to
ask yourself what is most worthy in the life
you have been given.
We asked the Bison Staff to share some of
their fall favorites in an effort to run alongside
you in this appreciation for the season.

“Impulsively
buying one of those
pumpkins that sit
outside of Walmart.”
Caroline Palmer
(Photographer)

“I love a good
bonfire.
Hanging with
friends, making
s’mores, wearing
warm clothes —
what’s not to like?”

Eric Johnson
(Beat Reporter)
“Okay
hear me out:
when you’re walking in a
coffee shop and you
just know
it’s time to start getting hot
drinks instead of iced.”

“This fall
you will probably see me sporting
my olive green mask the most.
Also, I’m a sucker for Oreo’s
seasonal flavors, so I currently
have a box of Maple Cream Oreos
in my pantry.”

Everett Kirkman
(Assistant Copy Editor)

“Early mornings
outside
at MO with a hot
woodsman latte.”
Isabelle Cutts
(Graphic Designer)

Madison Scott
(Editor-in-Chief)

“When you can hear the leaves
crunch under your shoes as
you walk to class.”

“Grabbing
fall drinks at any
coffee shop with my
sister.”

Madalyn Van Eaton
(Beat Reporter)

Katelyn Allen
(Features Editor)

John David Stewart
(Digital Team Manager)
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“Cloudy days
where it’s cool enough to
wear a Goodwill sweater.”

Kinsey Stubblefield
(Opinions Editor)

“A Ramen
Doodles Sweatshirt.”

Caroline Birdwell
(Head Copy Editor)

Andrew Cicco
(Head Sports Editor)

“Outdoor Seating
at Burrito Day/Midnight
Oil/Wild Sweet Williams.
Love enjoying treats on the
porch when it’s cool out.”

“Cool, clear nights
stargazing
at the old
Judsonia bridge.”
Namon Pope
(Bison Photographer)

“Wait,
it’s fall? I haven’t left
my room since spring
started.”
Ryan Gallagher
(Assistant Sports Editor)

